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The Rules of Golf have existed for over 270 years. 
Consistently evolving the Rules is a central tenet of 
golf, but this current iteration is a significant and 
laudable change, one that aspires to make the game 
more inclusive, approachable and welcoming to all.

timeless.
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Golf is a game that requires a certain mindset. A 
game in which precision is met with reward. The 
Rules of Golf reflect this mindset–a set of precise 
standards to which every golfer holds themselves 
accountable. A code of honour and integrity, they 
are meant to be easily accessible so each golfer can 
be their own Rules authority.

Precision.
Golfers of all abilities are universally passionate 
about the game. The significant changes outlined 
in this year’s Rules of Golf reflect and embrace 
that passion among all golfers who play, in every 
corner of the world.

Passion.
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Golf ’s greatest traditions will always reign, and the 
Rules will always evolve. Modernizing the Rules is 
integral to leading the game of golf into the future.

Evolution.
The modernization of the Rules of Golf is the 
byproduct of listening to the voices of those who 
play the game. As a singular set of Rules, they 
embody and reinforce the special connections that 
exist among the golf community as a whole.

Connection.
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Fundamentals  
of the Game

RULES 1-4

I
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The general area covers the entire area
of the course except for the following:

The teeing area
Bunkers

Penalty areas
The putting green

1

3

4

2

2
3

1
2

3
4

DIAGRAM 2.2:  DEFINED AREAS OF THE COURSE

 2.3  Objects or Conditions That Can Interfere  
 with Your Play

Free relief (relief with no penalty) may be available from: 

 • Loose impediments (Rule 15.1),

 • Movable obstructions (Rule 15.2), and

 • Abnormal course conditions, which are animal holes, ground under 
repair, immovable obstructions and temporary water (Rule 16.1).

But you do not get free relief from boundary objects or integral objects 
that interfere with your play.

 2.4  No Play Zones

A no play zone is a part of the course that you are not allowed to play 
your ball from. You must also take relief if the no play zone interferes 
with your stance or area of intended swing when playing a ball outside 
the no play zone.
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26 Rule 3

Committee

Player

Player and
marker

Responsibilities

0  /07/1 John Smith 5
HOLE

PAR

SCORE

1

5

2

4

3

4

4

4

5

4

6

5

7

3

8

4

9

4 37
Out

5 5 5 4 3 5 4 3 4 38

6 6

Marker’s
Signature:

Player’s
Signature:

6 

6

HOLE

PAR

SCORE

10

3

11

4

12

5

13

3

14

4

15

5

16

3

17

4

3 4

18

4

TotalIn
35

7436
72

3 4 4 4 5 5 4
NET:

Name: Date:Handicap:

DIAGRAM 3.3b:  SCORECARD RESPONSIBILITIES IN HANDICAP STROKE PLAY

Wrong Score for a Hole. If you return a scorecard with a wrong score 
for any hole: 

 • If your returned score for a hole is higher than your actual score, 
your higher returned score for the hole stands.

 • If your returned score for a hole is lower than your actual score or no 
score is returned for a hole, you are disqualified.

Scoring in Handicap Competition. You are responsible for making sure 
that your handicap is shown on your scorecard. If you return a scorecard 
without the right handicap:

 • If the handicap on your scorecard is too high and this affects 
the number of strokes you get, or no handicap is shown, you are 
disqualified from the handicap competition.

 • If the handicap on your scorecard is too low, there is no penalty and 
your net score stands using the lower handicap.
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Playing the Round 
and a Hole

RULES 5-6

II
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 6.2  Playing Ball from Teeing Area

6.2a When Teeing Area Rules Apply
The teeing area Rules apply whenever you are required or allowed to play 
from the teeing area.

For more information on when the teeing area Rules apply.

6.2b Teeing Area Rules 
Your ball is in the teeing area when any part of the ball touches or is 
above any part of the teeing area. You may stand outside the teeing area 
in making the stroke at a ball in the teeing area. You may play the ball 
from a tee placed on the ground or from the ground itself.

The dotted line defines the outside edges of the teeing area (see Definition of Teeing 
Area). A ball is in the teeing area when any part of the ball touches or is above part 
of the teeing area.

Teeing area

Direction of play

Inside 
teeing area

Outside
teeing area

DIAGRAM 6.2b:  WHEN BALL IS IN TEEING AREA
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Playing the Ball
RULES 7-11

III
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Allowed Not Allowed

Grip resting
against forearm

Neither the forearm
nor the gripping hand
touching the body

Forearm or 
gripping hand
held against chest

Club held
against
stomach

DIAGRAM 10.1b:  ANCHORING THE CLUB

10.1c Making Stroke While Standing Across or on Line of Play 

For the prohibition and penalty for making a stroke while 
deliberately standing across or on the line of play.

10.1d Playing Moving Ball
You must not make a stroke at a moving ball.

But there are three exceptions where there is no penalty:

Exception 1 – Ball Begins to Move Only after You Begin Backswing 
for Stroke.

Exception 2 – Ball Falling Off Tee.

Exception 3 – Ball Moving in Water.

Penalty for Breach of Rule 10.1: General Penalty.

In stroke play, a stroke made in breach of this Rule counts and you get 
two penalty strokes.
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No Setting Down Object to Help in Taking Stance. You must not take a 
stance for the stroke using any object that was set down to help in lining 
up your feet or body.

Restriction on Your Caddie Standing Behind You. When you begin taking 
your stance for the stroke and until your stroke is made: 

 • Your caddie must not deliberately stand on or close to an extension 
of your line of play behind your ball for any reason.

 • If you take a stance in breach of this Rule, you cannot avoid penalty 
by backing away.

The caddie is not standing in a location on 
or close to an extension of the line of play 
behind the ball when the player begins 
taking the stance for the stroke and, 
provided the caddie does not move into 
such a position prior to the stroke being 
made, there is no breach of Rule 10.2b. 

The caddie is standing in a location on 
or close to an extension of the line of 
play behind the ball when the player 
begins taking the stance for the stroke, 
so there is a breach of Rule 10.2b.

Caddie behind
line of play

Allowed Not Allowed

DIAGRAM 10.2b:  CADDIE STANDING IN LOCATION ON OR CLOSE TO LINE 
 OF PLAY BEHIND BALL
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Specific Rules for Bunkers 
and Putting Greens 

RULES 12-13

IV
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Specific Rules for Bunkers 
and Putting Greens 

RULES 12-13

RULE

12 Bunkers

Purpose of Rule: Rule 12 is a specific Rule for bunkers, which are 
specially prepared areas intended to test your ability to play a ball 
from the sand. To make sure you confront this challenge, there are 
some restrictions on touching the sand before your stroke is made 
and on where relief may be taken for your ball in a bunker.

 12.1 When Your Ball Is in Bunker

In line with the Definition of Bunker and Rule 12.1, the diagram provides examples of 
when a ball is in and not in a bunker.

Ball in bunker

Ball not in bunker

Wall or face

DIAGRAM 12.1:  WHEN BALL IS IN BUNKER
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When there is interference by a wrong green, free relief must be taken. The diagram 
assumes a right-handed player. Ball A lies on the wrong green, and the nearest 
point of complete relief for Ball A is at P1, which must be in the same area of the 
course where the original ball came to rest (in this case, the general area). 

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area

The nearest point 
of complete relief 
(P1)

One club-length from 
the reference point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the hole than 

the reference point, and
• Must be in the same area of the 

course as the reference point

Player Notes: 
You must take complete relief from all interference by the wrong green.

Wrong green Relief area

P1A

DIAGRAM 13.1f:  FREE RELIEF FROM WRONG GREEN

Penalty for Playing Incorrectly Substituted Ball or Playing Ball from a 
Wrong Place in Breach of Rule 13.1: General Penalty.
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Lifting and Returning  
a Ball to Play  

RULE 14

V
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Lifting and Returning  
a Ball to Play  

RULE 14

V
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A ball must be dropped straight down from knee height. “Knee height” means the 
height of a player’s knee when in a standing position. But the player does not have 
to be in a standing position when the ball is dropped.

Knee height Knee height

Knee height
Knee height

Allowed Not Allowed

DIAGRAM 14.3b:  DROPPING FROM KNEE HEIGHT
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The ball is dropped in 
the right way under Rule 
14.3b and the ball comes 
to rest in the relief area, 
so the relief procedure is 
complete. 

The ball is dropped in the 
right way under Rule 14.3b, 
but comes to rest outside 
the relief area, and so the 
ball must be dropped the 
right way a second time. 

The ball is dropped in 
the wrong way as it is 
dropped outside the relief 
area, and so the ball must 
be dropped again in the 
right way. 

DIAGRAM 14.3c:  BALL MUST BE DROPPED IN AND COME TO REST  
 IN RELIEF AREA

Exception – When Ball Dropped in Right Way is Deliberately Deflected or 
Stopped by Any Person

What to Do if Ball Dropped in Right Way Comes to Rest Outside 
Relief Area. You must drop a ball in the right way a second time, and 
if that ball also comes to rest outside the relief area, you must then 
complete taking relief by:

 • Placing a ball on the spot where the ball dropped the second time 
first touched the ground.

 • If the placed ball does not stay at rest on that spot, you must place a 
ball on that spot a second time.
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 14.6  Making Next Stroke from Where Previous Stroke Made

This Rule applies whenever you are required or allowed to make your 
next stroke from where a previous stroke was made (that is, when taking 
stroke-and-distance relief, or playing again after a stroke that is cancelled 
or otherwise does not count).

Putting green Teeing area General area, bunker or 
penalty area

DIAGRAM 14.6:  MAKING NEXT STROKE FROM WHERE PREVIOUS  
 STROKE MADE

The previous stroke 
was made from the 
teeing area, so a ball 
must be played from 
anywhere inside the 
teeing area. 

The previous stroke was made from 
the general area, a bunker or a penalty 
area, so the reference point is the spot 
where the previous stroke was made. 
A ball is dropped within one club-
length of that reference point, but in 
the same area of the course as the 
reference point and not nearer the 
hole than the reference point. 

The previous stroke 
was made from 
the putting green, 
so a ball is placed 
on the spot where 
the previous stroke 
was made.

When a player is required or allowed to make the next stroke from where  
the previous stroke was made, how the player must put a ball into play depends  

on the area of the course where that previous stroke was made. 
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• obm0ypönf;? trdIufESifh a&TUajymif;Edkifaomvlvkyfypönf;rsm;onf uGif;tm; pdefac: 

upm;jcif;\ wpdwfwa'otjzpf rSwf,l&ef roifhyg/ omreftm;jzifh xdkypönf;rsm;onf 

upm;jcif;udk taESmuft,SufjyKaeygu z,f&Sm;cGifh jyKygonf/ 

• odkYaomf ywfwif*&if;ay:rSvGJí useftjcm;ae&mrsm;wGif obm0trIdufrsm;udk 

z,f&Sm;rnfqkdygu txl;owdjyK&ef vdktyfonf/ trIdufz,fjcif;aMumifh abmvkH; 

a&GUoGm;chJvQif jypf'Pfay;&ygrnf/ 

15.1 Loose  Impediments obm0trdIufrsm;? obm0ypönf;rsm;

15.1a Removal of Loose Impediments obm0ypönf;rsm;udk z,f&Sm;jcif; 

uGif;twGif;ESifh uGif;jyify rnfonhfae&mwGifrqdk obm0ypönf;ESifh trIdufrsm;udk  jypf'Pfay;&ef 

rvdkbJ rnfonfhenf;jzifhjzpfap (vuf odkYr[kwf ajcaxmuf odkYr[kwf a*gufwkwf odkYr[kwf 

tjcm;ypönf;wpfckck ponftm; tokH;jyKí) z,f&Sm;Edkifonf/ 

okdYaomf >cif;csuf(2)ck &Sdonf/ 

>cif;csuf(1)- rlvtwkdif; jyefxm;&rnfh abmvkH;ae&m&Sd trIdufrsm;udk z,f&Sm;jcif;/

>cif;csuf(2)- a&GUvsm;aeaom abmvkH;tm; tusKd;oufa&mufrI&Sdap&ef wrifBuH&G,f  

              z,f&Sm;rIudk uefUowfjcif;/

 þ>cif;csufrsm;ESifh ywfoufí ydkrdkodvdkygu zwf&ef/

15.1b Ball moved When Removing Loose Impediments
        obm0ypönf;rsm;udk z,f&Sm;pOf abmvkH;a&TUoGm;jcif;

obm0ypönf;rsm;tm; z,f&Sm;jcif;aMumifh rdrdabmvkH; ae&ma&GUoGm;chJvQif abmvkH;udk rlvae&mwGif 

jyefxm;&rnf/ (rlvae&mtm; rodEkdifygu cefYrSef;í jyefxm;&rnf/)

ywfwif*&if;ay:rSty uGif;twGif; usefrnfonfhae&mwGifrqdk trIdufz,fjcif;aMumifh abmvkH; 

ae&mrS a&GUoGm;ygu jypf'Pf(1)csuf uscH&rnf/

Rule 15 

pnf;rsOf; 15

Relief From Loose Impendiments and Movable 
Obstructions (Including Ball or Ball-Marker Helping or 
Interfering with Play)
obm0trIdufESifh a&TUajymif;Ekdifaom vlvkyfypönf;rsm;rS oufomcGifh,ljcif; 

(upm;jcif;udk taxmuf tuljyKaeaom (okdYr[kwf) taESmuft,SufjyKaeaom 

abmvkH;? abmvkH;rmumwkdYvnf; tygt0if) 

pnf;rsOf; 15   Rule 15
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15.2   Movable Obstructions a&TUajymif;Ekdifaom vlvkyfypönf;rsm;

15.2a Relief from Movable Obstruction
        a&TUajymif;Edkifaom vlvkyftaESmuft,Sufypönf;twGuf oufomcGihf,ljcif;

a&TUajymif;Ekdifaom vlvkyfypönf;tm; z,f&Sm;jcif;- uGif;twGif;ESifh uGif;jyify rnfonfh ae&mwGifrqdk 

a&TUajymif;Ek difonfh vlvkyfypönf;rsm;tm; jypf'Pfay;&efrvkdbJ rnfonfhenf;jzifh jzpfap 

z,f&Sm;Ekdifonf/  a&TUajymif;Ekdifaom vlvkyfypönf;rsm;tm; z,f&Sm;jcif;aMumifh abmvkH;ae&mrS 

a&GUapchJvQif jypf'Pfray;&bJ abmvkH;udk rlvae&mjyefxm;&rnf/ (rlvae&mudk rod&Sdygu 

cefYrSef;í jyefxm;&rnf/)

 

odkYaomf a&TUajymif;Ekdifaom vlvkyfypönf;rsm;tm; z,f&Sm;cGifhrjyKonfh >cif;csuf (2)ck &Sdonf/ 

>cif;csuf(1)   -  wDckH{&d,mü abmvkH;tm; pwif&dkufrnfhtcdsefwGif wDrmumrsm;udk  

           z,f&Sm;cGifh rjyKjcif;/

>cif;csuf(2)   -  oGm;aeaom abmvkH;udk tusKd;oufa&mufrI&Sdap&ef wrifBuH&G,f  

           z,f&Sm;rIudk uefYowfxm;jcif;/ 

 þ>cif;csufrsm;ESifh ywfoufí ydkrdkodvdkygu zwf&I&ef/

Rule 15  pnf;rsOf; 15
89Rule 15

 15.2  Movable Obstructions

15.2a Relief from Movable Obstruction
Removal of Movable Obstruction. You may remove a movable obstruction 
without penalty anywhere on or off the course and may do so in any way.

If your ball moves while you are removing a movable obstruction, there 
is no penalty and your ball must be replaced on its original spot (which if 
not known must be estimated).

Ball moves

Ball must be replaced
on its original spot

DIAGRAM #1 15.2a: BALL MOVES WHEN MOVABLE OBSTRUCTION REMOVED  
 (EXCEPT WHEN BALL IN OR ON OBSTRUCTION)

But there are two exceptions when movable obstructions cannot 
be removed:

Exception 1 – Tee Markers Must Not be Moved When Ball Will Be Played 
from Teeing Area.

Exception 2 – Restrictions on Deliberately Removing Movable 
Obstruction to Affect a Ball in Motion.
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For more information on the Exceptions.

When Your Ball Is in or on Movable Obstruction Anywhere on Course 
Except on Putting Green. You may take free relief by lifting your ball, 
removing the movable obstruction and dropping your original ball or 
another ball as shown in Diagram #2 15.2a.

When a ball is in or on a movable obstruction (such as a towel) anywhere on the 
course, free relief may be taken by lifting the ball, removing the movable obstruction 
and, except on the putting green, dropping that ball or another ball.

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area

The estimated 
point right under 
where the ball 
was at rest in or 
on the movable 
obstruction

One club-length from 
the reference point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the hole 

than the reference point, and
• Must be in the same area of 

the course as the reference point

Relief area

DIAGRAM #2 15.2a:  BALL IN OR ON MOVABLE OBSTRUCTION
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There is no free relief from an abnormal course condition when the 
abnormal course condition is out of bounds or your ball is in a penalty area.

The diagram assumes the player is right-handed. Free relief is allowed for 
interference by an abnormal course condition (ACC), including an immovable 
obstruction, when the ball touches or lies in or on the condition (B1), or the 
condition interferes with the area of intended stance (B2) or swing. The nearest 
point of complete relief for B1 is P1, and is very close to the condition. For B2, the 
nearest point of complete relief is P2, and is farther from the condition as the stance 
has to be clear of the ACC.

Direction of play

Abnormal
course

condition

P1 B1

P2
B2

Relief
area

Relief
area

DIAGRAM 16.1a:  WHEN RELIEF IS ALLOWED FOR ABNORMAL COURSE  
 CONDITION

No Relief When Clearly Unreasonable to Play Your Ball. There is no relief:

 • When playing your ball as it lies is clearly unreasonable because of 
something other than an abnormal course condition (such as, when 
you are standing on an immovable obstruction but you are unable to 
make a stroke because of where your ball lies in a bush), or

 • When interference exists only because you choose a club, type 
of stance or swing or direction of play that is clearly unreasonable 
under the circumstances.
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16.1b Relief for Ball in General Area
If your ball is in the general area and there is interference by an abnormal 
course condition on the course, you may take free relief by dropping the 
original ball or another ball as shown in Diagram 16.1b.

Free relief is allowed when the ball is in the general area and there is interference 
by an abnormal course condition. The nearest point of complete relief should be 
identified and a ball must be dropped in and come to rest in the relief area.

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
The nearest point  
of complete relief

One club-length from 
the reference point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the hole than 

the reference point, and
• Must be in the general area

Player Notes: 
When taking relief, you must take complete relief from all interference by the 
abnormal course condition.

 

Relief area
Reference point

Spot of original ball
Abnormal
course 
condition

DIAGRAM 16.1b: FREE RELIEF FROM ABNORMAL COURSE CONDITION  
 IN GENERAL AREA
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The diagram assumes a right-handed player. When there is interference from an 
abnormal course condition in a bunker, free relief may be taken in the bunker under 
Rule 16.1b. 

Relief may be taken outside the bunker for one penalty stroke. Relief outside the 
bunker is based on a reference line going straight back from the hole through the 
spot of the original ball in the bunker.

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
A point on the course outside 
the bunker chosen by the player 
that is on the reference line and 
is farther from the hole than the 
original spot (with no limit on 
how far back on the line)

One club-length  
from the reference 
point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer 

the hole than the 
reference point, and

• May be in any area of 
the course

Player Notes: 
In choosing this reference point, you should indicate the point by using an object 
(such as a tee).

 

Spot of original ball

Reference point

Abnormal
course 
condition

Relief area

Relief area

DIAGRAM 16.1c: RELIEF FROM ABNORMAL COURSE CONDITION IN BUNKER
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The diagram assumes the player is left-handed. When a ball is on the putting green 
and there is interference by an abnormal course condition, free relief may be taken 
by placing a ball on the spot of the nearest point of complete relief. 

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
The nearest point  
of complete relief

Ball must be placed 
on the spot of the 
nearest point of 
complete relief

The nearest point of complete relief 
must be either:
• On the putting green, or
• In the general area

Player Notes: 
• When taking relief, you must take complete relief from all interference by the 

abnormal course condition.
• If there is no such nearest point of complete relief, you may still take this free 

relief by using the point of maximum available relief as the reference point, 
which must be either on the putting green or in the general area.

Spot of original ball
Nearest point of 
complete relief

Abnormal
course
condition

DIAGRAM 16.1d: FREE RELIEF FROM ABNORMAL COURSE CONDITION  
 ON PUTTING GREEN
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 16.3  Embedded Ball

16.3a When Relief Is Allowed
Relief is allowed only when your ball is embedded in the general area. But 
if your ball is embedded on the putting green, you may mark the spot of 
your ball, lift and clean it, repair the damage, and replace your ball on its 
original spot.

Level of Ground

Ball is embedded
Part of the ball (embedded in its own pitch-mark) 
is below the level of the ground.

Ball is NOT embedded
Even though the ball is sitting down in the grass, 
relief is not available because no part of the ball is 
below the level of the ground.

Ball is embedded
Despite the fact that the ball is not touching the 
soil, part of the ball (embedded in its own pitch-mark) 
is below the level of the ground.

DIAGRAM 16.3a: WHEN A BALL IS EMBEDDED

Exceptions – When Relief Not Allowed for Ball Embedded in 
General Area: 

 • When your ball is embedded in sand in a part of the general area 
that is not cut to fairway height or less, or

 • When interference by anything other than your ball being embedded 
makes your stroke clearly unreasonable (for example, when you are 
unable to make a stroke because of where your ball lies in a bush).
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Your ball is embedded only if it is in its own pitch-mark made as a 
result of your previous stroke and part of your ball is below the level 
of the ground.

16.3b Relief for Embedded Ball 
When your ball is embedded in the general area, you may take free relief 
by dropping the original ball or another ball as shown in Diagram 16.3b.

When a ball is embedded in the general area, free relief may be taken. The 
reference point for taking relief is the spot right behind where the ball is embedded. 
A ball must be dropped in and come to rest in the relief area.

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
The spot right 
behind where the 
ball is embedded

One club-length from 
the reference point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the hole than 

the reference point, and
• Must be in the general area

Direction of play 

Spot right 
behind where 
the ball is 
embedded Relief area

DIAGRAM 16.3b: FREE RELIEF FOR EMBEDDED BALL

Penalty for Playing a Ball from a Wrong Place in Breach of Rule 16.3: 
General Penalty.
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Penalty Relief    
RULES 17-19

VII
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Penalty Relief    
RULES 17-19

VII
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17.1d Relief for Your Ball in Penalty Area
You have the relief options shown in Diagram #1 17.1d (relief for yellow 
penalty area) and Diagram #2 17.1d (relief for red penalty area), each for 
one penalty stroke.

When it is known or virtually certain that a ball is in a yellow penalty area and the 
player wishes to take relief, the player has two options, each for one penalty stroke: 

(1)  The player may take stroke-and-distance relief by playing the original ball or 
another ball from a relief area based on where the previous stroke was made (see 
Rule 14.6 and Diagram 14.6).

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
The spot where the 
player’s previous 
stroke was made 
(which if not known 
must be estimated)

One club-length from 
the reference point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the hole than 

the reference point, and
• Must be in the same area of the 

course as the reference point

Continued overleaf.

STROKE

PE NALT Y

X

Point that ball 
entered the penalty area

X

Reference points
Relief area

1

2

DIAGRAM #1 17.1d:  RELIEF FOR BALL IN YELLOW PENALTY AREA
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(2)  The player may take back-on-the-line relief by dropping the original ball or 
another ball in a relief area based on a reference line going straight back from 
the hole through point X. 

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
A point on the course chosen 
by the player that is on the 
reference line through point X 
(the point where the ball last 
crossed the edge of the yellow 
penalty area). There is no limit 
on how far back on the line the 
reference point may be 

One club-length 
from the reference 
point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the 

hole than the reference 
point, and

• May be in any area of 
the course except the 
same penalty area

Player Notes: 
In choosing this reference point, you should indicate the point by using an object 
(such as a tee).

Continued opposite.

X

2

3

1

Point that ball entered 
the penalty area

X

Reference points
Relief area

STROKE

PE NALT Y

DIAGRAM #2 17.1d:  RELIEF FOR BALL IN RED PENALTY AREA
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When it is known or virtually certain that a ball is in a red penalty area and the player 
wishes to take relief, the player has three options, each for one penalty stroke:   

(1)  The player may take stroke-and-distance relief (see point (1) in Diagram #1 17.1d).
(2)  The player may take back-on-the-line relief (see point (2) in Diagram #1 17.1d).
(3)  The player may take lateral relief (red penalty area only). The reference point 

for taking lateral relief is point X.

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
The estimated 
point where the 
original ball last 
crossed the edge 
of the red penalty 
area (point X)

Two club-lengths from the 
reference point

  

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the 

hole than the reference 
point, and

• May be in any area of 
the course except the 
same penalty area

17.1e Relief Must Be Taken from Interference by No Play Zone 
in Penalty Area
In each of these situations, your ball must not be played as it lies:

 • When your ball is in a no play zone in a penalty area.

 • When a no play zone on the course interferes with your stance or 
swing for your ball in a penalty area. 

For an explanation of the relief procedure for a no play 
zone in a penalty area.

 17.2  Options After Playing Your Ball from Penalty Area

17.2a When Your Ball Played from Penalty Area Comes to Rest 
in Same or Another Penalty Area
If your ball played from a penalty area comes to rest in the same penalty 
area or another penalty area, you may play the ball as it lies.

Or, for one penalty stroke, you have the relief options shown in Diagram 
#1 17.2a and Diagram #2 17.2a.
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A player plays from the teeing area to point A in the penalty area. The player plays the 
ball from point A to point B. If the player chooses to take relief, for one penalty stroke 
there are four options. The player may: 

(1)  Take stroke-and-distance relief by playing the original ball or another ball from a 
relief area based on where the previous stroke was made at point A (see Rule 14.6 
and Diagram 14.6) and is playing his or her 4th shot.

(2)  Take back-on-the-line relief by dropping the original ball or another ball in a relief 
area based on a reference line going straight back from the hole through point X, 
and is playing his or her 4th shot.

(3)  Take lateral relief (red penalty area only). The reference point for taking relief is 
point X, and the original ball or another ball must be dropped in and played from 
the two club-length relief area, and the player is playing his or her 4th shot.

(4)  Play the original ball or another ball from the teeing area as that was where he or 
she made the last stroke from outside the penalty area, and is playing his or her 
4th shot.

If the player selected option (1) and then decided not to play the dropped ball, the 
player may take back-on-the-line relief or lateral relief in relation to point X, or play 
again from the teeing area, adding an additional penalty stroke for a total of two 
penalty strokes, and would be playing his or her 5th shot.

A

B

X

1

3
2

4

Point that ball entered 
the penalty area

X

Reference points
Relief area

DIAGRAM #1 17.2a: BALL PLAYED FROM PENALTY AREA COMES  
 TO REST IN SAME PENALTY AREA
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A player plays from the teeing area to point A in the penalty area. The player plays the 
ball from point A to point B, with the ball exiting the penalty area but crossing back 
into the penalty area at point X. If the player chooses to take relief, for one penalty 
stroke there are four options. The player may: 

(1)  Take stroke-and-distance relief by playing the original ball or another ball from 
a relief area based on where the previous stroke was made at point A (see Rule 
14.6 and Diagram 14.6) and is playing his or her 4th shot.

(2)  Take back-on-the-line relief by dropping the original ball or another ball in a 
relief area based on a reference line going straight back from the hole through 
point X, and is playing his or her 4th shot.

(3)  Take lateral relief (red penalty area only). The reference point for taking relief is 
point X, and the original ball or another ball must be dropped in and played from 
the two club-length relief area, and the player is playing his or her 4th shot.

(4)  Play the original ball or another ball from the teeing area as that was where he 
or she made the last stroke from outside the penalty area, and is playing his or 
her 4th shot.

If the player selected option (1) and then decided not to play the dropped ball, the 
player may take back-on-the-line relief or lateral relief in relation to point X, or play 
again from the teeing area, adding an additional penalty stroke for a total of two 
penalty strokes, and would be playing his or her 5th shot.

X

3

B

A
X

2

1

4

Point that ball entered 
the penalty area
Reference points
Relief area

DIAGRAM #2 17.2a: BALL PLAYED FROM PENALTY AREA COMES TO REST IN  
 SAME PENALTY AREA HAVING EXITED AND RE-ENTERED
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 • This includes a reasonable time to get to the ball if you are not 
where the ball is found.

If you do not identify your ball in that reasonable time, the ball is lost.

When Ball is Out of Bounds. Your ball at rest is out of bounds only when 
all of it is outside the boundary edge of the course.

Out of bounds Out of bounds

CourseCourse

Ball in bounds

Ball out of bounds

DIAGRAM 18.2a:  WHEN BALL IS OUT OF BOUNDS

The boundary edge is defined by the 
line between the course-side points 
of the stakes at ground level, and the 
stakes are out of bounds. 

The boundary edge is the course-side 
edge of the line, and the line itself is out 
of bounds.

A ball is out of bounds only when all of it is outside the boundary edge of the course. 
The diagrams provide examples of when a ball is in bounds and out of bounds.

18.2b What to Do When Your Ball Is Lost or Out of Bounds
If your ball is lost or out of bounds, you must take stroke-and-distance 
relief by adding one penalty stroke and playing a ball from where the 
previous stroke was made (see Rule 14.6).
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When Provisional Ball Becomes Ball in Play. Your provisional ball 
becomes your ball in play under penalty of stroke and distance in either of 
these two cases: 

 • When your original ball is lost anywhere on the course except in a 
penalty area or is out of bounds. 

 • When your provisional ball is played from a spot nearer to the hole 
than where your original ball is estimated to be. 

A player’s original ball played from the teeing area may be lost in a bush, so the 
player announces and plays a provisional ball, and it comes to rest at point A. As 
point A is farther from the hole than where the original ball is estimated to be, the 
player may play the provisional ball from point A without it losing its status as a 
provisional ball. The player plays the provisional ball from point A to point B. As 
point B is nearer the hole than where the original ball is estimated to be, if the player 
plays the provisional ball from point B, the provisional ball becomes the ball in play 
under penalty of stroke and distance.

B

A

Original
ball

Provisional 
ball

DIAGRAM 18.3c: PROVISIONAL BALL PLAYED FROM SPOT NEARER HOLE  
 THAN WHERE ORIGINAL BALL IS ESTIMATED TO BE
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A player decides that his or her ball in a bush is unplayable. The player has three 
options, in each case adding one penalty stroke: 

(1)  The player may take stroke-and-distance relief by playing the original ball or 
another ball from a relief area based on where the previous stroke was made 
(see Rule 14.6 and Diagram 14.6).

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
The spot where 
the previous stroke 
was made (which if 
not known must be 
estimated) 

One club-length from 
the reference point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the hole 

than the reference point, and
• Must be in the same area of 

the course as the reference 
point

Continued overleaf.

Unplayable ball

1

3

2

STROKE

PE NALT Y

DIAGRAM 19.2: RELIEF OPTIONS FOR BALL UNPLAYABLE IN GENERAL AREA
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(2)  The player may take back-on-the-line relief by dropping the original ball or 
another ball in a relief area based on a reference line going straight back from 
the hole through the spot of the original ball.

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
A point on the course 
chosen by the player 
that is on the reference 
line and is farther from 
the hole than the spot of 
the original ball (with no 
limit on how far back on 
the line)

One club-length from 
the reference point

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer the 

hole than the reference 
point, and

• May be in any area of 
the course

Player Notes: 
In choosing this reference point, you should indicate the point by using an object 
(such as a tee).

(3)  The player may take lateral relief.

Reference Point Size of Relief Area Limits on Relief Area
The spot of the 
original ball

Two club-lengths from the 
reference point

  

The relief area:
• Must not be nearer 

the hole than the 
reference point, and

• May be in any area 
of the course
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 19.3  Relief Options for Unplayable Ball in Bunker

When your ball is in a bunker, you may take unplayable ball relief using 
one of the four options shown in Diagram 19.3. 

Penalty for Playing Ball from a Wrong Place in Breach of Rule 19.3: 
General Penalty.

A player decides that his or her ball in a bunker is unplayable. The player has 
four options: 

(1)  For one penalty stroke, the player may take stroke-and-distance relief. 
(2)  For one penalty stroke, the player may take back-on-the-line relief in the 

bunker.
(3)  For one penalty stroke, the player may take lateral relief in the bunker.
(4)  For a total of two penalty strokes, the player may take back-on-the-line relief 

outside the bunker based on a reference line going straight back from the hole 
through the spot of the original ball.

1

2

3

4

STROKE

PE NALT Y

STROKE

PE NALT Y

STROKE

PE NALT Y

STROKE

PE NALT Y

DIAGRAM 19.3: RELIEF OPTIONS FOR BALL UNPLAYABLE IN BUNKER
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Hole Played In Points
More than one over fixed target score or no score returned 0

One over fixed target score 1

Fixed target score 2

One under fixed target score 3

Two under fixed target score 4

Three under fixed target score 5

Four under fixed target score 6

Name: Date:John Smith 01/03/1

Committee

Player

Player and
marker

Responsibilities

Hole
Yardage
Par
J.Smith
Points

10
206

3

11
424

4

12
397

4

13
202

3

14
541

5

15
150

3

16
593

5

17
137

3

18
401

4

In
3051

34

Total
6423

70

1
445

4

2
186

3

3
378

4

4
387

4

5
181

3

6
533

5

7
313

4

8
412

4

9
537

5

Out
3372

36

Hole
Yardage
Par
J.Smith
Points

6

Marker’s
Signature:

Player’s
Signature:

36 76

40
14

16 30

3 3 5 4 4 7 5 4 5
2 23 2 1 2 1 0 1

3 4 6 3 4 3 4 5 4
2 2 0 2 3 2 3 0 2

DIAGRAM 21.1b: SCORING IN SCRATCH STABLEFORD

If you do not hole out under the Rules for any reason, you get zero points 
for the hole.  

To help pace of play, you are encouraged to stop playing a hole when 
your score will be zero points.

To meet the requirements for entering hole scores on your scorecard:

 • If you hole out and the number of strokes would result in points being 
awarded, your scorecard must show the actual number of strokes. 
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23.2b Your Side’s Scorecard in Stroke Play
Your side’s gross scores for each hole must be entered on a single 
scorecard and, in a handicap competition, each partner’s handicap must 
be entered on the scorecard. 

For each hole:

 • The gross score of at least one partner must be entered on 
your scorecard.

 • There is no penalty for entering more than one partner’s score on 
the scorecard. 

 • Each score on the scorecard must be clearly identified as the score 
of the individual partner who made it; if this is not done, your side 
is disqualified. 

Only one partner needs to certify the hole scores on the side’s scorecard.

John Smith and Kate Smith

Marker’s
Signature:

Player’s
Signature:

Hole

Side Score

Hole

Side Score

Kate
John

Kate
John

Committee

Player

Player and
marker

Responsibilities

Names: Date: 10/05/1 6

1

5

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Out

3 55 6
6 6

3 5
4 4 4

4
3

374 3 5 4 6 4 3 3

10

4

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
4

In

36

Total

735 3 4 4 4 4 5 3
3 4 3

3
5 5
5 44 4

4 4
4 5

5

DIAGRAM 23.2b:  SCORING IN SCRATCH FOUR-BALL STROKE PLAY
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Index 

 
Abnormal Course Conditions 
(
- Ball Not Found                                                                                  
- Bunker Relief                                                                                    
- General Area Relief                                                                          
- Ground Under Repair                                                                       
- Lifting to Determine if Relief Allowed                                            
- No Play Zone                                                                                    
- Penalty Area                                                                                      
- Putting Green Relief                                                                         
- Stroke Clearly Unreasonable                                                            
- When Relief Allowed                  

 
 

16.1e 
16.1c 
16.1b 
16.1 
16.4 
16.1f 
16.1a 
16.1d 
16.1a 
16.1a 

 
 

99 
97 
95 
93 
102 
99 
93 
97 
94 
93 

Advice and Other Help 
(
- Advice                                                                                                
- Caddie Standing Behind                                                                    
- Line of Play Pointed Out                                                                   
- Objects to Help with Alignment                                                        
- Physical Help and Protection from Elements                                    

 
 

10.2a 
10.2b 
10.2b 
10.2b 
10.2b 

 

 
 

58 
59 
58 
58 
60 

Alternate Shot  (  Foursome
Animal Holes(  )    Abnormal  Course 

Condition 
Artificial Paths  Abnormal   Course 
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Ball (
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- Conforming Balls                                                                                  
- Cut or Cracked                                                                                      
- Helping with Play - On the Putting Green                                            
- Interfering with Play - Anywhere                                                         
- Substituting Balls                                                                      
 

 
4.2b 
4.2a 
4.2c 

15.3a 
15.3b 

4.2c,6.3b, 
14.3a 

 
30 
30 
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31,41,7
9 
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- Hits Person                                                                                               
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- Moving Flagstick                              

 
11.3 

 
11.2 
11.1 
11.1 
11.3 
11.3 

 
63 
 

63 
62 
62 
63 
63 
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Ball In Play ( 14.4 83 
Ball Moved (
- By Animal                                                                                                     
- By Another Player in Stroke Play                                                                 
- By Caddie                                                                                                      
- By Opponent in Match Play                                                                          
- By Outside Influence                                                                                     
- By Partner                                                                                                     
- By Wind, Water or other Natural Forces                                                      
- By You                                                                                                          
- Deciding What Caused the Ball to Move                                                     
- Deciding Whether Ball Moved                                                                     
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9.6 
9.6 
9.4 
9.5 
9.6 

23.5b 
9.3 
9.4 

9.2b 
9.2a 
9.1b 

 

 
55 
55 
54 
54 
55 
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53 
54 
53 
53 
52 

Ball Played As It Lies (   9.1 52 
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- Helping or Interfering With Play                                                                   
- Lifted or Moved                                                                                              
- Penalty for Lifting or Moving                                                                         
 

 
15.3c 
9.7 

9.7b 
 

 
92 
55 
55 

Bunkers (
- Abnormal Course Condition Relief                                                               
- Dangerous Animal Condition Relief                                                              
- Loose Impediments   
- Movable Obstructions      
- Unplayable Ball                                                                                              
- When Ball is in Bunker                                                                                   
- When Touching Sand Does Not Result in Penalty                                         
- When Touching Sand Results in Penalty                                                         
 

 
16.1c 
16.2 

12.2a,15.1 
12.2a,15.2 

19.3 
12.1 
12.2b 
12.2b 

 

 
97 
99 

66,88 
66,89 
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65 
66 
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Caddies (
- Actions Allowed and Not Allowed     
- Breach of Rules                                                                                                
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- Sharing a Caddie                                                                                               
 

 
10.3b,10.2 

10.3c 
10.3a 
10.2b 
10.3a 

 

 
61,58 

61 
60 
59 
60 
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Clubs (
- Adding or Replacing Clubs                                                                            
- Changing Performance Characteristics                                                          
- Conforming Clubs                                                                                          
- Limit of 14 Clubs                                                                                           
- Sharing Clubs  
 

 
4.1b 
4.1a 
4.1a 
4.1b 

4.1b, 23.7 
 

 
29 
28 
28 
29 
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- Taking Clubs Out of Play                                                                               
- Use or Repair of Club Damaged During Round                                            
 

4.1c 
4.1a 

 

30 
28 

Completing a Hole (  6.5 44 
Conditions Deliberately Altered 
(
- Affecting Another Player’s Ball                                                                     
- Affecting Other Physical Conditions                                                              
- Affecting the Lie of the Ball                                                                           
 

 
 

8.3 
8.2 

8.2, 8.3 

 
 

51 
51 
51 

Conditions Worsened and Restoring 
(

 

8.1d 
 

51 

Conduct  
- Code of Conduct                                                                                             
- Expected Player Conduct                                                                                
 

 
1.2 
1.2 

 
18 
19 

Correcting Mistake                                                        14.5 83 
Course (
- No Play Zones                                                                                                 
- Specific Areas                                                                                                  
 

 
2.4 
2.2 

 
21 
20 

Dangerous Animal ( )                                                             16.2 99 
Dropping Ball 
- Accidentally Deflected After Ball Strikes Ground 
- Ball Comes to Rest Outside Relief Area                                                         
- Ball Must Be Dropped In and Come To Rest In Relief Area 
- Deliberately Deflected                                                                                    
- How Ball Must be Dropped                                                                            
- Original Ball or Another Ball May be Used                                                   

 
14.3c
14.3c
14.3c
14.3d
14.3b
14.3a

 
81 
82 
81 
83 
79 
79 

Embedded Ball (
- How to Take Relief                                                                                         
- When Relief is Allowed                                                                                  

 
16.3b 
16.3a 

 
101 
100 

Ending a Round (   5.3b 35 
Equipment (
- Allowed and Prohibited Uses                                                                          
- Medical Exceptions                                                                                         

 
4.3a 
4.3b 

 
31 
32 

Flagstick (
- Ball Hits Flagstick or Person when Attended                                                 
- Ball Resting Against Flagstick In Hole  
- Leaving Flagstick in Hole                                                                               
- Removing Flagstick from Hole                                                                       

 
13.2b 
13.2c 
13.2a 
13.2b 

 
73 
73 
72 
73 

Forms of Play ( 21 125 
Forms of Play: Match Play or Stroke Play                                                   3.1 22 
Forms of Play: Other (  21.5 129 
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Four-Ball (
- Ball Deliberately Deflected                                                                             
- One or Both Partners May Represent Side                                                      
- Order of Play                                                                                                    
- Parters Sharing Clubs                                                                                      
- Penalties                                                                                                           
- Player Responsible for Partner’s Actions                                                       
- Player’s Actions Affecting Partner’s Play                                                      
- Scorecard in Stroke Play                                                                                 
- Sides Score - Match Play and Stroke Play                                                      
 When Absent Partner May Join Group                                                             
- When Round Starts and Ends                                                                          
- Whether Conceded Stroke May be Played                                                    
 

 
23.2c 
23.4 
23.6 
23.7 
23.8 
23.5b 
23.5a 
23.2b 
23.2a 
23.4 
23.3 
23.6 

 

 
132 
132 
133 
133 
133 
132 
132 
131 
130 
132 
132 
133 

Foursomes  22 129 
Game of Golf (   1.1 18 
General Area (   
 

2.2 
 

20 

Gross Scores   3.1 22 
 
Ground Under Repair                  

 
Abnormal Course 
Condition  

Groups (
- Match Play                                                                                                        
- Stroke Play                                                                                                        
 

 
5.4 
5.4 

 
36 
36 

Identifying Ball (
- Ball Accidentally Moved When Identifying                                                     
- How to Identify Ball                                                                                              
- Lifting Ball to Identify It                                                                                        
 

 
7.4 
7.2 
7.3 

 
48 
47 
47 

Immovable Obstructions                                  Abnormal   99 
Course Conditions 

 
Improving Conditions (
- Actions That Are Allowed                                                                                    
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- Conditions Affecting the Stroke                                                                            
- Restoring Improved Conditions                                                                             
 

 
8.1b 
8.1a 
8.1 
8.1c 

 
50 
49 
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51 

Lifting and Replacing Ball                                                      
(
    

- Cleaning Ball                                                                                                       
- How to Replace Ball                                                                                           

Replac-
ing Ball 

 
14.1c 
14.2b 

 
 

 
77 
78 
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- Original Ball Must Be Used                                                                                
- Spot Must be Marked                                                                                          
- Who May Lift                                                                                                      
- Who Must Replace                                                                                              

14.2a 
14.1a 
14.1b 
14.2b 

 

77 
76 
77 
78 

Loose Impediments (
- Ball Moved During Removal                                                                            
- Removal of Loose Impediment                                                                         
 

 
15.1b 
15.1a 

 
88 
88 

Lost Ball (
- What to Do When Ball is Lost                                                                          
- When a Ball is Lost                                                                                           
 

 
18.2b 
18.2a 

 
112 
111 

Making Stroke (
- Anchoring the Club                                                                                           
- Ball Falling Off Tee                                                                                          
- Ball Moves After Backswing Begun                                                            
- Ball Moving In Water                                                                                        
- Fairly Striking the Ball                                                                                       
- Standing Across or On Line Of Play                                                                  
 

 
10.1b 
10.1d 

9.1b,101d 
10.1d 
10.1a 
10.1c 

 

 
56 
57 

52,57 
57 
56 
57 

Match Play (
- Applying Handicaps                                                                                            
- Concessions                                                                                                         
- Extending a Tied Match                                                                                      
- Knowing Match Score                                                                                         
- Protecting Own Rights and Interests                                                                   
- Telling Opponent about Number of Strokes Taken                                            
- Telling Opponent about Penalty                                                                          
- Tying a Hole                                                                                                        
- Winning a Hole                                                                                                    
- Winning a Match                                                                                                  
 

 
3.2c 
3.2b 
3.2a 
3.2d 
3.2d 
3.2d 
3.2d 
3.2a 
3.2a 
3.2a 

 

 
24 
23 
23 
24 
24 
24 
24 
23 
23 
23 
 

Maximum Score Form of Play (   
 

21.2 128 

Movable Obstructions (
- Ball Not Found                                                                                                 
- Relief Anywhere Except Putting Green                                                           
- Relief on Putting Green                                                                                    
- Removal                                                                                                           
 

 
15.2b 
15.2a 
15.2a 
15.2a 

 
91 
90 
91 
89 

Net Scores                                                                
                  

3.1c 22 

No Play Zones (  2.4, 16.1f, 
17.1e 

21,99 
107 
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Order of Play (
- Four-Ball                                                                                                           
- Foursomes                                                                                                           
- Match Play                                                                                                         
- Playing Provisional Ball                                                                                    
- Ready Golf                                                                                                        
- Stroke Play                                                                                                        
- When Taking Relief                                                                                           
 

 
23.6 
22 

6.4a 
6.4 

6.4b 
6.4b 
6.4 

 

 
133 
129 
43 
44 
44 
43 
44 

Out of bounds (
- What to Do When Ball Is Out of Bounds                                                        
- When a Ball is Out of Bounds                                                                          
 

 
18.2b 
18.2a 

 

 
112 
112 

 
Pace of Play (
- Play at Prompt Pace                                                                                           
- Playing Out of Turn                                                                                           
- Ready Golf                                                                                                      
- Recommendations                                                                                               
- Unreasonable Delay of Play                                                                                
 

 
5.6b 
5.6b 

5.6b, 6.4 
5.6b 
5.6a 

 

 
36 
37 

37,44 
37 
36 

Par/Bogey Form of Play (                                                                21.3 128 
Penalties(                                                                                                   1.3 19 
Penalty Area (
- Ball Not Found                                                                                                   
- Ball Played from Penalty Area Comes to Rest in Penalty Area                         
- Ball Played from Penalty Area is Lost, Out of Bounds or                                 
   Unplayable 
- How to Take Relief                                                                                            
- No Play Zone                                                                                                      
- No Relief Under Other Rules                                                                             
- Play Ball As It Lies                                                                                           
- Relief Options For Red Penalty Area                                                               
- Relief Options For Yellow Penalty Area                                                          
- When a Ball is in a Penalty Area                                                                      
 

 
17.1c 
17.2a 
17.2b 

 
17.1d 
17.1e 
17.3 
17.1b 
17.1d 
17.1d 
17.1a 

 
104 
107 
110 

 
105 
107 
110 
104 
105 
105 
10 

Practice (
- Before or Between Rounds - Match Play                                                           
- Before or Between Rounds - Stroke Play                                                           
- Practising Between Two Holes                                                                           
- Practising When Play is Stopped                                                                        
- Practising While Playing Hole                                                                            
 

 
5.2a 
5.2b 
5.5 
5.5 
5.5 

 

 
34 
35 
36 
36 
36 

Provisional Ball (
- Announcing Play of Provisional Ball                                                                 
- Playing Provisional Ball More than Once                                                          

 
18.3b 
18.3c 

 
113 
113 
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- When Allowed  
- When Provisional Ball Must be Abandoned                                                      
- When Provisional Becomes the Ball in Play                                                      
 

18.3a 
18.3c 
18.3c 

113 
115 
114 

Putting Greens (
- Ball or Ball-Marker Moved - Accidentally                                                        
- Ball or Ball-Marker Moved - By Natural Forces                                               
- Ball Overhanging Hole                                                                                       
- Deliberate Testing                                                                                               
- Marking, Lifting and Cleaning                                                                           
- Removing Sand and Loose Soil                                                                          
- Repair of Damage                                                                                                
- When Ball is On Putting Green                                                                           
- Wrong Green                                                                                                       
 

 
13.1d 
13.1d 
13.3 
13.1e 
13.1b 
13.1c 
13.1c 
13.1a 
13.1f 

 
70 
70 
74 
70 
68 
68 
68 
68 
70 

Reasonable Judgment                                                      1.3 19 
Replacing Ball (
- How Ball is Replaced                                                                                         
- Original Ball Must Be Used                                                                               
- Original Lie Altered Except in Sand                                                                  
- Original Lie Altered In Sand                                                                              
- Replaced Ball Does Not Stay on Original Spot                                                  
- Spot Where Ball is Replaced                                                                              
- Who Must Replace a Ball                                                                                   
 

 
14.2b 
14.2a 
14.2d 
14.2d 
14.2e 
14.2c 
14.2b 

 
78 
77 
78 
78 
79 
78 
78 

Rules (
- Rules                                                                                                                    
- Situations Not Covered by Rules                                                                          
 

 
1.3 

20.3 

 
19 
123 

 
Rules Issues 
- Applying Naked Eye Standard When Using  Video Evidence                                              
- Avoiding Unreasonable Delay                                                                        
- Correcting Wrong Ruling                                                                                
- Disqualifying Players after Result of Match Final                                          
- Disqualifying Players After Stroke-Play Competition Closed                        
- Match Play                                                                                                       
- Rulings by Committee                                                                                     
- Rulings by Referee                                                                                          
- Situations Not Covered by the Rules                                                               
- Stroke Play                                                                                                      
 

 
20.2 
20.1a 
20.2 
20.2 
20.2 
20.1b 
20.2 
20.2 
20.3 
20.1c 

 
123 
121 
123 
123 
123 
121 
123 
123 
123 
122 

Searching for Ball (
- Ball Accidentally Moved During Search                                                         
- Fairly Searching For Ball                                                                                 
- Sand Moved When Searching                                                                          

 
7.4 
7.1a 
7.1b 

 

 
48 
46 
47 
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Stableford (
- Ball Deliberately Deflected                                                                            
- Overview                                                                                                        
- Penalties                                                                                                          
- Scoring                                                                                                            
- When Round Ends                                                                                          
 

 
21.1d 
21.1a 
21.1c 
21.1b 
21.1e 

 
128 
125 
127 
125 
128 

Starting a Hole (
- Playing from Inside Teeing Area - Match Play                                                 
- Playing from Inside Teeing Area - Stroke Play                                                 
- When Hole Starts  
 

 
6.1b 
6.1b 
6.1a 

 
39 
39 
39 

Starting a Round(                                                                   
 

5.3a 35 

Stopping Play (
- By Agreement in Match Play                                                                             
- Immediate Suspension by Committee                                                                
- Lifting Ball                                                                                                         
- Lightning                                                                                                            
- Normal Suspension by Committee                                                                     
- Resuming Play                                                                                                    
- Suspension by Committee                                                                                  
- When Players May or Must Stop Play                                                            
 

 
5.7a 
5.7b 
5.7d 
5.7a 
5.7b 
5.7c 
5.7a 

5.7a, 5.7b 
 

 
37 
38 
38 
37 
38 
38 
37 

37,38 

Stroke and Distance (
- Ball Lost or Out of Bounds                                                                                 
- Playing Again From General Area, Penalty Area or Bunker                              
- Playing Again From Putting Green                                                                     
- Playing Again From Teeing Area                                                                      
- Relief at Any Time                                                                                             
 

 
18.2 
14.6b 
14.6c 
14.6a 
18.1 

 

 
111 
85 
85 
85 
111 

 
Stroke Cancelled (
- Order of Play in Match Play                                                                                 
- Playing From Where Previous Stroke Made                                                        
- Stroke From Outside Teeing Area in Match  Play                                              
 

 
6.4a 
14.6 
6.1b 

 

 
43 
84 
39 

  Stroke Play 
- Holing Out                                                                                                            
- Scorecard - Handicap on Scorecard                                                                     
- Scorecard - Marker Responsibilities                                                                    
- Scorecard - Player Responsibilities                                                                      
- Scorecard - Wrong Score for Hole                                                                       
- Winner                                                                                                                  
 

 
3.3c 
3.3b 
3.3b 
3.3b 
3.3b 
3.3a 

 
27 
26 
25 
25 
26 
25 
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Substituting Ball                                                   
 

4.2c, 6.3b, 
14.3a 

31,41 
79 

Team Competitions                                                                          24 134 
Teeing Area (
- Ball May be Teed                                                                                                
- Ball Must be Played From Teeing Area                                                              
- Improvements Allowed                                                                                       
- Moving Tee-Markers                                 
- When Teeing Area Rules Apply                                                                          

 
6.2b 
6.2b 
6.2b 

6.2b, 8.1a 
6.2a 

 

 
40 
40 
41 

41,49 
40 

Temporary Water                    Abnormal Course 
Condition  

Three-Ball Match Play (   
 

21.4 129 

Unplayable Ball (
- Back-On-the-Line Relief                                                                                     
- Bunker - Relief In Bunker                                                                                   
- Bunker - Relief Outside Bunker                                                                          
- General Area                                                                                                        
- Lateral Relief                                                                                                       
- Penalty Area                                                                                                        
- Putting Green                                                                                                       
- Stroke and Distance Relief                                                                                  
- When Relief Can Be Taken                                                                                 

 
19.2 
19.3 
19.3 
19.2 
19.2 
19.1 
19.2 
19.2 
19.1 

 
116 
119 
119 
116 
116 
116 
116 
116 
116 

Wrong Ball (                                                                                           6.3c 42 
 

Wrong Place (
- Correction or Not                                                                                          
- Not a Serious Breach                                                                                    
- Place From Where Ball Must Be Played                                                      
- Serious Breach                                                                                              
 

 
14.7b 
14.7b 
14.7a 
14.7b 

 

 
86 
86 
85 
86 
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Golf is a global game and
The R&A and the USGA 

have issued a single set of 
Rules to apply worldwide 

to all golfers

Player’s Edition of the Rules of G
olf 


